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T-Centric Hybrid

Task Chair Information
Chair name: T-Centric Hybrid
Order code: t-MT-TLSAL-3SWVOT
Vendor/Company name: Grand & Toy
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Chair features
1. The T-Centric Hybrid is a mesh back chair designed to maximize employees’ comfort

and safety without compromising on style
2. Dual curve backrest 19"w x 25"h
3. 5" patented back height adjustment system
4. Lumbar pad with air lumbar system allows for various pressure options for exact lateral

lumbar support
5. Height width adjustable swivel arms, arm width adjustable 2" per arm, rotates 360°,

fingertip adjustment from seat pan 7.25" to 10.25"
6. The tCentric Hybrid is a mesh back chair
7. Standard seat size 20"w x 19"d, 8 ply hardwood seat structure, high resilient

polyurethane foam
8. Multi tilt mechanism with infinite forward tilt lock out, infinite lock free float, back angle

adjustment, adjustable spring tension, 2.5" depth adjustable seat slider
9. 125 mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of 16.5" - 21.5"
10. 26” glass reinforced nylon high profile base
11. 5 dual wheel nylon carpet casters
12. Geometric shaped adjustment paddles and icon plate for user friendly adjustability
13. A modular approach ensures an ergonomic seating solution to fit your diverse workforce.

Options include seats, arms, bases, casters and cylinders. Depending on the option, an
upcharge may apply.

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☒Extra Small, Dimensions: 17.5”w x 15.5”d
☒Small, Dimensions: 18.5”w x 17”d
☒Regular, Dimensions: 20”w x 19”d
☒Large, Dimensions: plus size 22”w x 19”d
☒Extra Large, Dimensions: extra deep 22”w x 21”d
☒Other, Dimensions: extra-long: 20”w x 21”d

Backrest (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☐Small, Dimensions:
☐Regular, Dimensions:
☐Large, Dimensions:
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

When ordering a different seat pan or backrest, employees should directly contact the chair
vendor.
If a different size than above is required, please advise the actual size required and we will
confirm if it can be custom cut for an upcharge.

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES Product # AHRTS
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Link to demonstration video → www.ergocentric.com/resource/adjustable-headrest
If yes, how will installation be completed?
1.) For new order chairs an AHR headrest option can be selected as an additional option at time
of order
2.) The backrest on the geoCentric chair is pre t-nutted so an AHR headrest can be ordered for
an existing chair and retrofitted in the field. A service charge will apply. An upholstery match can
be achieved by providing the chair serial number.

What fabrics are
available?

Grade 1 fabrics Genesis and Punch Card as standard.
Additional graded fabrics are also available at an upcharge.

What colours are
available?

Genesis fabric card
Punch Card fabric card
All graded upholstery options

Resources
Video demonstration
Brochure
Product Information Sheet

End user support
after purchase:

Product training is offered one-on-one or in small or large groups at
the customer’s site. The key to our training is to educate all users on
how to adjust their chair and the benefits of these adjustments to the
health of the user. One-on-one training is available for all new
employees or as a refresher for existing employees as requested.
Features to ensure to adjustability continues to be understood, long
after training sessions are given include:

Patented geometric shaped adjustment paddles differentiate the chairs'
adjustment controls, helping users to instantly recognize an adjustment
option by simply feeling the paddle's shape.

Unique to ergoCentric, easily-identified instruction icons represent
adjustment paddle shapes and are clearly visible on an icon plate. The
convenient location of these new icon plates provide a clearer view of
the adjustment options as well as a visual reminder to adjust the chair
and what paddles to use for each chair adjustment. A web site address
marked on the icon plate indicates where the user can access a
step-by-step adjustment guide video.
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A user guide (chair hanging tag) is provided with every adjustable chair.
The tag provides both visual and verbal instructions on how to use the
chair’s controls as well as ergonomic information for each adjustment.

What is the ETA for
single chair order?

15 business days from receipt of order

What is the price? $538.46

Custom Orders

How are special
orders addressed?

A free consultation will be conducted with the end user. We will use our
modular design approach to recommend the optimum solution. Ordering
details including product specifications and pricing will be provided for
TMU's approval.

What is the ETA of a
custom order?

15 business days from receipt of order

Sample Chair
What are the
sample chair
specifications?

airCentric high back 19”w x 25”h with standard seat 20”w x 19”d, multi tilt
mechanism, lumbar support with air lumbar, 125mm pneumatic lift for seat
height range of 16.5” – 21.5”, 26” glass reinforced nylon high profile base, 5
dual wheel nylon carpet casters with height width adjustable swivel arms

What is the
sample chair ID
number?

Each demo chair will have a unique serial number located on the mechanism
under the chairs which will provide all the specifications for the chair. A list of
the serial numbers will be provided to TMU once the demo chairs have been
produced. See an example and information from the serial # look-up below.
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AIR-HB-MT
Serial Number: 761495
Date Created: April 12, 2016
Sales Order: 302561
Detail Description:
AIRCENTRIC HIGHBACK MULTITILT2
AIRKNAV - AIRKNIT NAVY
XPS - EXTRA DEEP SEAT (TAILORED SEAT)
HP - HIGH PROFILE BASE
W2 - NEW WIDTH PLATES
TSWVLT - TRIGGER SWIVEL UPH LATERAL ARMS
TS - TAILORED SEAT
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Air-Centric

Task Chair Information
Chair name: Air-Centric
Order Code: air-MT-AL-3SWVOT
Vendor/Company name: Grand & Toy
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Chair features
1. Combines the benefit of air flow technology with the proven ergonomic support of foam

and fabric.
2. AirKnit fabric is durable and breathable.
3. Fully upholstered dual curve backrest 19"w x 24"h
4. 5" patented back height adjustment system
5. Air lumbar allows for various pressure options for exact lateral lumbar support
6. Height width adjustable swivel arms, arm width adjustable 2" per arm, rotates 360

degrees, fingertip adjustment from seat pan 7.25" to 10.25"
7. Standard seat size 20"w x 19"d, 8 ply hardwood seat structure, high resilient

polyurethane foam
8. Multi tilt mechanism with infinite forward tilt lock out, infinite lock free float, back angle

adjustment, adjustable spring tension, 2.5" depth adjustable seat slider
9. 125 mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of 16.5" - 21.5"
10. 26” glass reinforced nylon base
11. 5 dual wheel nylon carpet casters
12. Geometric shaped adjustment paddles and icon plate for user friendly adjustability
13. A modular approach ensures an ergonomic seating solution to fit your diverse workforce.

Options include seats, backs, arms, bases, casters and cylinders. Depending on the
option, an upcharge may apply.

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☒ Extra Small, Dimensions: 17.5”w x 15.5”d
☒ Small, Dimensions: 18.5”w x 17”d
☒ Regular, Dimensions: 20”w x 19”d
☒ Large, Dimensions: plus size 22”w x 19”d
☒ Extra Large, Dimensions: extra deep 22”w
x 21”d
☒ Other, Dimensions: extra-long: 20”w x
21”d

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐ Extra Small, Dimensions:
☐ Small, Dimensions:
☐ Regular, Dimensions:
☐ Large, Dimensions:
☐ Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐ Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
If a different size than above is required, please advise the actual size required and we will
confirm if it can be custom cut for an upcharge.

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES Product # AHRTS
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Link to demonstration video → www.ergocentric.com/resource/adjustable-headrest
If yes, how will installation be completed? 1.) For new order chairs an AHR headrest option can
be selected as an additional option at time of order 2.) The backrest on the geoCentric chair is
pre t-nutted so an AHR headrest can be ordered for an existing chair and retrofitted in the field.
A service charge will apply. An upholstery match can be achieved by providing the chair serial
number.

What fabrics are
available?

Grade 1 fabrics AirKnit, Genesis and Punch Card as standard.
Additional graded fabrics are also available at an upcharge.

What colours are
available?

AirKnit fabric card
Genesis fabric card Punch Card fabric card
Graded upholstery options

Resources Video demonstration
Brochure
Product Information Sheet

End user support
after purchase:

Product training is offered one-on-one or in small or large groups at the
customer's site. The key to our training is to educate all users on how to
adjust their chair and the benefits of these adjustments to the health of
the user. One-on-one training is available for all new employees or as a
refresher for existing employees as requested. Features to ensure to
adjustability continues to be understood, long after training sessions are
given include:

Patented geometric shaped adjustment paddles differentiate the chairs'
adjustment controls, helping users to instantly recognize an adjustment
option by simply feeling the paddle's shape.

Unique to ergoCentric, easily-identified instruction icons represent
adjustment paddle shapes and are clearly visible on an icon plate. The
convenient location of these new icon plates provide a clearer view of
the adjustment options as well as a visual reminder to adjust the chair
and what paddles to use for each chair adjustment. A web site address
marked on the icon plate indicates where the user can access a
step-by-step adjustment guide video.
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A user guide (chair hanging tag) is provided with every adjustable chair.
The tag provides both visual and verbal instructions on how to use the
chair’s controls as well as ergonomic information for each adjustment.

What is the ETA for
single chair order?

15 business days from receipt of order

What is the price? $517.02

Custom Orders

How are special
orders
addressed?

A free consultation will be conducted with the end user. We will use our
modular design approach to recommend the optimum solution. Ordering
details including product specifications and pricing will be provided for
TMU's approval.

What is the ETA
of a custom
order?

15 business days from receipt of order

Sample Chair

What are the
sample chair
specifications?

airCentric high back 19”w x 24”h with standard seat 20”w x 19”d, multi tilt
mechanism, air lumbar, 125mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of 16.5”
– 21.5”, 26” glass reinforced nylon base, 5 dual wheel nylon carpet casters
with height width adjustable swivel arms in AirKnit fabric black

What is the
sample chair ID
number?

Each demo chair will have a unique serial number located on the
mechanism under the chairs which will provide all the specifications for the
chair. A list of the serial numbers will be provided to TMU once the demo
chairs have been produced. See an example and information from the
serial # look-up below.
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AIR-HB-MT
Serial Number: 761495
Date Created: April 12, 2016
Sales Order: 302561
Detail Description:
AIRCENTRIC HIGHBACK MULTITILT2
AIRKNAV - AIRKNIT NAVY
XPS - EXTRA DEEP SEAT (TAILORED SEAT)
HP - HIGH PROFILE BASE
W2 - NEW WIDTH PLATES
TSWVLT - TRIGGER SWIVEL UPH LATERAL ARMS
TS - TAILORED SEAT
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Geo-Centric

Task chair Information
Chair name: Geo-centric
Order code: Geo-TB-MT-AL-3SWVOT
Vendor/Company name: Grand & Toy
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Chair Features
1. Fully upholstered dual curve backrest 17"w x 21"h
2. 5" patented back height adjustment system
3. Air lumbar allows for various pressure options for exact lateral lumbar support
4. Height width adjustable swivel arms, arm width adjustable 2" per arm, rotates 360

degrees, fingertip adjustment from seat pan 7.25" to 10.25"
5. Standard seat size 20"w x 19"d, 8 ply hardwood seat structure, high resilient

polyurethane foam
6. Multi tilt mechanism with infinite forward tilt lock out, infinite lock free float, back angle

adjustment, adjustable spring tension, 2.5" depth adjustable seat slider
7. 125 mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of 16.5" - 21.5"
8. 26” glass reinforced nylon base
9. 5 dual wheel nylon carpet casters
10. Geometric shaped adjustment paddles and icon plate for user friendly adjustability
11. A modular approach ensures an ergonomic seating solution to fit your diverse workforce.

Options include seats, backs, arms, bases, casters and cylinders. Depending on the
option, an upcharge may apply.

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☒Extra Small, Dimensions: 17.5”w x 15.5”d
☒Small, Dimensions: 18.5”w x 17”d
☒Regular, Dimensions: 20”w x 19”d
☒Large, Dimensions: plus size 22”w x 19”d
☒Extra Large, Dimensions: extra deep 22”w
x 21”d
☒Other, Dimensions: extra long: 20”w x 21”d

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒Small, Dimensions: mid back 17”w x 19”h
☒Regular, Dimensions: tall back 17”w x 21”h
☒Large, Dimensions: extra tall back 19”w x
25”h
☒Extra Large, Dimensions: extra high back
19”w x 34”h
☐Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
If a different size than above is required, please advise the actual size required and we will
confirm if it can be custom cut for an upcharge.

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES Product # AHR
Link to demonstration video → www.ergocentric.com/resource/adjustable-headrest
If yes, how will installation be completed? 1.) For new order chairs an AHR headrest option can
be selected as an additional option at time of order 2.) The backrest on the geoCentric chair is
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pre t-nutted so an AHR headrest can be ordered for an existing chair and retro fitted in field. A
service charge will apply. An upholstery match can be achieved by providing the chair serial
number.

What fabrics are
available?

Grade 1 fabrics Genesis and Punch Card as standard.
Additional graded fabrics are also available at an upcharge.

What colours are
available?

Genesis fabric card
Punch Card fabric card
Graded upholstery options

Resources:
Video demonstration
Brochure
Product Information Sheet

End user support
after purchase:

Product training is offered one-on-one or in small or large groups at the
customer's site. The key to our training is to educate all users on how to
adjust their chair and the benefits of these adjustments to the health of the
user. One-on-one training is available for all new employees or as a
refresher for existing employees as requested. Features to ensure to
adjustability continues to be understood, long after training sessions are
given include:

Patented geometric shaped adjustment paddles differentiate the chairs'
adjustment controls, helping users to instantly recognize an adjustment
option by simply feeling the paddle's shape.

Unique to ergoCentric, easily-identified instruction icons represent
adjustment paddle shapes and are clearly visible on an icon plate. The
convenient location of these new icon plates provide a clearer view of the
adjustment options as well as a visual reminder to adjust the chair and
what paddles to use for each chair adjustment. A web site address marked
on the icon plate indicates where the user can access a step-by-step
adjustment guide video.
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A user guide (chair hanging tag) is provided with every adjustable chair.
The tag provides both visual and verbal instructions on how to use the
chair’s controls as well as ergonomic information for each adjustment.

What is the ETA
for single chair
order?

15 business days from receipt of order

What is the price?
$503.72

Custom Orders

How are special
orders
addressed?

A free consultation will be conducted with the end user. We will use our
modular design approach to recommend the optimum solution. Ordering
details including product specifications and pricing will be provided for
TMU's approval.

What is the ETA
of a custom
order?

15 business days from receipt of order

Sample Chair

What are the
sample chair
specifications?

geoCentric tall back 17”w x 21”h with standard seat 20”w x 19”d, multi tilt
mechanism, air lumbar, 125mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of 16.5”
– 21.5”, 26” glass reinforced nylon base, 5 dual wheel nylon carpet casters
with height width adjustable swivel arms
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What is the
sample chair ID
number?

Each demo chair will have a unique serial number located on the
mechanism under the chairs which will provide all the specifications for the
chair. A list of the serial numbers will be provided to TMU once the demo
chairs have been produced. See an example and information from the
serial # look-up below.

AIR-HB-MT
Serial Number: 761495
Date Created: April 12, 2016
Sales Order: 302561
Detail Description:
AIRCENTRIC HIGHBACK MULTITILT2
AIRKNAV - AIRKNIT NAVY
XPS - EXTRA DEEP SEAT (TAILORED SEAT)
HP - HIGH PROFILE BASE
W2 - NEW WIDTH PLATES
TSWVLT - TRIGGER SWIVEL UPH LATERAL ARMS
TS - TAILORED SEAT
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U-Centric

Task Chair information
Chair name: U-centric
Order code: u-MBR-MT2-AL-USWV
Vendor/Company name: Grand & Toy
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Chair Features
1. Fully upholstered dual curve backrest 18.5”w x 22.5"h
2. 5" ratchet back height adjustment system
3. Air lumbar allows for various pressure options for exact lateral lumbar support
4. Height width adjustable swivel arms, arm width adjustable 2" per arm, rotates 360

degrees, fingertip adjustment from seat pan 9" to 11.5"
5. Standard seat size 20"w x 18.25"d, 8 ply hardwood seat structure, high resilient

polyurethane foam
6. Multi tilt mechanism with infinite forward tilt lock out, infinite lock free float, back angle

adjustment, adjustable spring tension, 2.5" depth adjustable seat slider
7. 125 mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of 16.5" - 21.5"
8. 26” glass reinforced nylon base
9. 5 dual wheel nylon carpet casters
10. Geometric shaped adjustment paddles and icon plate for user friendly adjustability
11. A modular approach ensures an ergonomic seating solution to fit your diverse workforce.

Options include seats, backs, arms, bases, casters and cylinders. Depending on the
option, an upcharge may apply.

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions: 17.5”w x 15.5”d
☒Small, Dimensions: 18.5”w x 17”d
☒Regular, Dimensions: 20”w x 18.25”d
☒Large, Dimensions: 20”w x 21”d
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☐Small, Dimensions:
☒Regular, Dimensions: mid back 18.5”w x
22.5”h
☒Large, Dimensions: high back 20”w x 26”h
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
If a different size than above is required, please advise the actual size required and we will
confirm if it can be custom cut for an upcharge.

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES Product # 24AHR
Link to demonstration video → www.ergocentric.com/resource/adjustable-headrest
If yes, how will installation be completed? 1.) For new order chairs an AHR headrest option can
be selected as an additional option at time of order 2.) The backrest on the geoCentric chair is
pre t-nutted so an AHR headrest can be ordered for an existing chair and retrofitted in the field.
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A service charge will apply. An upholstery match can be achieved by providing the chair serial
number.

What fabrics are
available?

Cornerblock fabric as standard.
Additional graded fabrics are also available at an upcharge.

What colours are
available?

Cornerblock fabric card
Graded upholstery options

Resources
Video demonstration
Brochure

End user support
after purchase:

Product training is offered one-on-one or in small or large groups at the
customer's site. The key to our training is to educate all users on how to
adjust their chair and the benefits of these adjustments to the health of the
user. One-on-one training is available for all new employees or as a
refresher for existing employees as requested. Features to ensure to
adjustability continues to be understood, long after training sessions are
given include:

Patented geometric shaped adjustment paddles differentiate the chairs'
adjustment controls, helping users to instantly recognize an adjustment
option by simply feeling the paddle's shape.

Unique to ergoCentric, easily-identified instruction icons represent
adjustment paddle shapes and are clearly visible on an icon plate. The
convenient location of these new icon plates provide a clearer view of the
adjustment options as well as a visual reminder to adjust the chair and
what paddles to use for each chair adjustment. A web site address marked
on the icon plate indicates where the user can access a step-by-step
adjustment guide video.

A user guide (chair hanging tag) is provided with every adjustable chair.
The tag provides both visual and verbal instructions on how to use the
chair’s controls as well as ergonomic information for each adjustment.
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What is the ETA
for single chair
order?

15 business days from receipt of order

What is the price? $368.46

Custom Orders

How are special
orders
addressed?

A free consultation will be conducted with the end user. We will use our
modular design approach to recommend the optimum solution. Ordering
details including product specifications and pricing will be provided for
TMU's approval.

What is the ETA
of a custom
order?

15 business days from receipt of order

Sample Chair
What are the
sample chair
specifications?

uCentric mid back 18.5”w x 22.5”h with standard seat 20”w x 18.25”d, multi
tilt mechanism, air lumbar, 125mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of
16.5” – 21.5”, 26” glass reinforced nylon base, 5 dual wheel nylon carpet
casters with height width adjustable swivel arms
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What is the
sample chair ID
number?

Each demo chair will have a unique serial number located on the
mechanism under the chairs which will provide all the specifications for the
chair. A list of the serial numbers will be provided to TMU once the demo
chairs have been produced. See an example and information from the
serial # look-up below.

AIR-HB-MT
Serial Number: 761495
Date Created: April 12, 2016
Sales Order: 302561
Detail Description:
AIRCENTRIC HIGHBACK MULTITILT2
AIRKNAV - AIRKNIT NAVY
XPS - EXTRA DEEP SEAT (TAILORED SEAT)
HP - HIGH PROFILE BASE
W2 - NEW WIDTH PLATES
TSWVLT - TRIGGER SWIVEL UPH LATERAL ARMS
TS - TAILORED SEAT
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Saffron

Task Chair information
Chair name: Saffron
Order code: SAF-TBR-MT-AL-3SWVOT
Vendor/Company name: Grand & Toy
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Chair features
1. Fully upholstered dual curve backrest 17"w x 21"h
2. 5" ratchet back height adjustment system
3. Air lumbar allows for various pressure options for exact lateral lumbar support
4. Height width adjustable swivel arms, arm width adjustable 2" per arm, rotates 360

degrees, fingertip adjustment from seat pan 7.25" to 10.25"
5. Standard seat size 20"w x 19"d, 8 ply hardwood seat structure, high resilient

polyurethane foam
6. Multi tilt mechanism with infinite forward tilt lock out, infinite lock free float, back angle

adjustment, adjustable spring tension, 2.5" depth adjustable seat slider
7. 125 mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of 16.5" - 21.5"
8. 26” glass reinforced nylon base
9. 5 dual wheel nylon carpet casters
10. Geometric shaped adjustment paddles and icon plate for user friendly adjustability
11. A modular approach ensures an ergonomic seating solution to fit your diverse workforce.

Options include seats, backs, arms, bases, casters and cylinders. Depending on the
option, an upcharge may apply.

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)

☒Extra Small, Dimensions: 17.5”w x 15.5”d
☒Small, Dimensions: 18.5”w x 17”d
☒Regular, Dimensions: 20”w x 19”d
☒Large, Dimensions: plus size 22”w x 19”d
☒Extra Large, Dimensions: extra deep 22”w
x 21”d
☒Other, Dimensions: extra long: 20”w x 21”d

Back Rest (Check all that apply)

☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒Small, Dimensions: mid back 17”w x 19”h
☒Regular, Dimensions: tall back 17”w x 21”h
☒Large, Dimensions: extra tall back 19”w x
25”h
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
If a different size than above is required, please advise the actual size required and we will
confirm if it can be custom cut for an upcharge.

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES Product # AHR
Link to demonstration video → www.ergocentric.com/resource/adjustable-headrest
If yes, how will installation be completed? 1.) For new order chairs an AHR headrest option can
be selected as an additional option at time of order 2.) The backrest on the geoCentric chair is
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pre t-nutted so an AHR headrest can be ordered for an existing chair and retrofitted in the field.
A service charge will apply. An upholstery match can be achieved by providing the chair serial
number.

What fabrics are
available?

Cornerblock fabric as standard.
Additional graded fabrics are also available at an upcharge.

What colours are
available?

Cornerblock fabric card
Graded upholstery options

Link to video
demonstration:

Video demonstration
Product Information Sheet

End user support
after purchase:

Product training is offered one-on-one or in small or large groups at the
customer's’ site. The key to our training is to educate all users on how to
adjust their chair and the benefits of these adjustments to the health of the
user. One-on-one training is available for all new employees or as a
refresher for existing employees as requested. Features to ensure to
adjustability continues to be understood, long after training sessions are
given include:

Patented geometric shaped adjustment paddles differentiate the chairs'
adjustment controls, helping users to instantly recognize an adjustment
option by simply feeling the paddle's shape.

Unique to ergoCentric, easily-identified instruction icons represent
adjustment paddle shapes and are clearly visible on an icon plate. The
convenient location of these new icon plates provide a clearer view of the
adjustment options as well as a visual reminder to adjust the chair and
what paddles to use for each chair adjustment. A web site address marked
on the icon plate indicates where the user can access a step-by-step
adjustment guide video.

A user guide (chair hanging tag) is provided with every adjustable chair.
The tag provides both visual and verbal instructions on how to use the
chair’s controls as well as ergonomic information for each adjustment.
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What is the ETA
for single chair
order?

15 business days from receipt of order

What is the price?
$444.59

Custom Orders

How are special
orders
addressed?

A free consultation will be conducted with the end user. We will use our
modular design approach to recommend the optimum solution. Ordering
details including product specifications and pricing will be provided for
TMU's approval.

What is the ETA
of a custom
order?

15 business days from receipt of order

Sample Chair

What are the
sample chair
specifications?

Saffron tall back 17”w x 21”h with standard seat 20”w x 19”d, multi tilt
mechanism, air lumbar, 125mm pneumatic lift for seat height range of
16.5” – 21.5”, 26” glass reinforced nylon base, 5 dual wheel nylon carpet
casters with height width adjustable swivel arms

What is the
sample chair ID
number?

Each demo chair will have a unique serial number located on the
mechanism under the chairs which will provide all the specifications for the
chair. A list of the serial numbers will be provided to TMU once the demo
chairs have been produced. See an example and information from the
serial # look-up below.

AIR-HB-MT
Serial Number: 761495
Date Created: April 12, 2016
Sales Order: 302561
Detail Description:
AIRCENTRIC HIGHBACK MULTITILT2
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AIRKNAV - AIRKNIT NAVY
XPS - EXTRA DEEP SEAT (TAILORED SEAT)
HP - HIGH PROFILE BASE
W2 - NEW WIDTH PLATES
TSWVLT - TRIGGER SWIVEL UPH LATERAL ARMS
TS - TAILORED SEAT
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Tritek

Task Chair Information
Chair name: Tritek Ergo Select, MB Synchro-Tilter w/ Back Angle Adjust
Order cord: 7492-0
Vendor/Company: Grand and Toy
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Chair features
1. Designed in 3 seat sizes and 3 back sizes to accommodate every body shape and task
2. Seats and backs are interchangeable
3. Range of mechanisms to suit the task
4. Ratchet back adjustment
5. G2 height, width and swivel adjustable arms are standard
6. Durable black polypropylene back shroud is standard
7. Side activated sliding seat depth adjustment is standard on multi and synchro tilters
8. Unique upper back shape enables free lateral movement
9. Schukra depth adjustable lumbar
10. Dual density foam spine pad embedded in the back of the chair forms to the user’s

shape
11. Soft Descent TM pneumatic lift
12. Five prong, injection molded, fibreglass reinforced nylon Black spider base with C65 dual

wheel carpet casters
13. Hard floor casters available at slight upcharge
14. Memory Foam available at an upcharge

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
X Small, Dimensions: 17”w x 15.5-18”d
X Regular, Dimensions: 20.5”w x 16-18.5”d
X Large, Dimensions: 21.5”w x 17-19.5”d
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
X Small, Dimensions: 18.5W x 18-23.25H
X Regular, Dimensions: 18.5W x 21.5-26.75H
X Large, Dimensions: 18.5W x 24.5-29.75H
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
If a different size than above is required, please advise the actual size required and we will
confirm if it can be custom cut for an upcharge.

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest? X YES - For Extended High Back Version only (#4431-WB)
☐ NO
If yes, how will installation be completed? It is attached with Velcro straps
What fabrics are
available?

Grade 3 as standard. Available up to Grade 13 (Leather)

What colours are
available?

Textile samples
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Resources:
Video demonstration
Product brochure

End user support
after purchase:

A hang tag is supplied with each chair outlining basic instructions, with a
website for more information. Chair paddles have pictures on top to
indicate the function of each paddle and Braille underneath for vision
impaired users. Product training is available in groups or for individual
users, as required.

What is the ETA
for single chair
order?

3-4 weeks from receipt of order

What is the price? $440.68

Custom Orders
How are special
orders
addressed?

A needs assessment may be scheduled for specific end user
requirements and customized product solutions. Orders are processed
the same as standard.

What is the ETA
of a custom
order?

3-4 weeks from receipt of order

Sample Chair
What are the
sample chair
specifications?

Tritek Ergo-Select mid back Synchro-tilter with back angle adjustment,
standard seat, height, width, swivel adjustable T arms, side activated
seat slider

What is the
sample chair ID
number?

TBD upon production
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Chiroform Ultra High-back

Task chair information
Chair name: CHIROFORM ULTRA HIGHBACK
Order code: 96140-4D-AWK-SS-F-OBLK
Vendor/Company: Patrick Cassidy Business Interiors & Design
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Chair features
1. Height, Width, Depth, Inward Pivot Adjustable Arms
2. Seat Depth Adjustment
3. Back Height Adjustment
4. Seat Height Adjustment
5. Recline Tension Adjustment
6. Tilt Lock
7. Carpet Casters

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☒Extra Small, Dimensions: 16”D X 19”W
(UPCHARGE)
☒Small, Dimensions: 18”D X 18”W
(UPCHARGE)
☒Regular, Dimensions: 18.5”D X 21”W
☐Large, Dimensions:
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒Small, Dimensions: 21”H X 18”W
☒Regular, Dimensions: 24”H X 19”W
☐Large, Dimensions:
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
EXTRA SMALL SEAT - OPTION CODE IES
SMALL DIMENSION – OPTION CODE PETITE
BOTH SMALL SEAT SIZES ARE AVAILABLE AT AN $39 UPCHARGE
SMALLER BACK – OPTION CODE CHIROFORM ULTRA MB – THERE IS A PRICE
DECREASE
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Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☐ YES☒ NO
If yes, how will installation be completed?

What fabrics are
available?

GRADE 1 OASIS FABRIC

What colours are
available?

16 DIFFERENT COLORS AVAILABLE

Resources Product brochure

End user support after
purchase:

Wes.leblanc@allseating.com

What is the ETA for
single chair order?

2 weeks

What is the price?
Regular Seat, Regular Back – NET PRICE: $416 + Taxes/Delivery
and Installation

Custom Orders

How are special orders
addressed?

By referencing an SPR# CLM 16-0100 and indicating what size seat
is being requested. Order is verified before entry and will confirm if
necessary

What is the ETA of a
custom order?

4 weeks

Sample Chair

What are the sample
chair specifications?

1. Height,Width, Depth, Inward Pivot Adjustable Arms
2. Seat Depth Adjustment
3. Back Height Adjustment
4. Seat Height Adjustment
5. Recline Tension Adjustment
6. Tilt Lock
7. Carpet Casters

What is the sample
chair ID number?

96140-4D-AWK-SS-F-OBLK
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You Too

Task Chair Information
Chair name: You too
Order code: 85040-4D-BKN-10B-AWK-BHA-SS-F-OBLK
Vendor/Company: Patrick Cassidy Business Interiors & Design
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Chair features
1. Height, Width, Depth, Inward Pivot Adjustable Arms
2. Seat Depth Adjustment
3. Back Height Adjustment
4. Seat Height Adjustment
5. Recline Tension Adjustment
6. Tilt Lock
7. Carpet Casters
8. Adjustable Lumbar

Modification from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒Small, Dimensions: 16”D X 19”W
(UPCHARGE)
☒Regular, Dimensions: 18”D X 20”W
☒Large, Dimensions: 20”D X 21”W
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☐Small, Dimensions:
☒Regular, Dimensions: 22”H X 17”W
☐Large, Dimensions:
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
SMALL SEAT - OPTION CODE IES – AVAILABLE AT AN UPCHARGE $65
LARGE SEAT – OPTION CODE FS

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☐ YES☒ NO
If yes, how will installation be completed?

What fabrics are
available?

GRADE 1 OASIS FABRIC

What colours are
available?

16 DIFFERENT COLORS AVAILABLE

Resources:
Video demonstration
Product brochure

End user support after
purchase:

Wes.leblanc@allseating.com

What is the ETA for single
chair order?

2 weeks
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What is the price?
Regular Seat, Regular Back – NET PRICE: $541.84 +
Taxes/Delivery and Installation

Custom Orders

How are special orders
addressed?

By referencing an SPR# CLM 16-0100 and indicating what size
seat is being requested. Order is verified before entry and will
confirm if necessary

What is the ETA of a
custom order?

4 weeks

Sample Chair

What are the
sample chair
specifications?

1. Height,Width, Depth, Inward Pivot Adjustable Arms
2. Seat Depth Adjustment
3. Back Height Adjustment
4. Seat Height Adjustment
5. Recline Tension Adjustment
6. Tilt Lock
7. Carpet Casters
8. Adjustable Lumbar

What is the
sample chair ID
number?

85040-4D-BKN-10B-AWK-BHA-SS-F-OBLK
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Vortex

Task chair information
Chair name: Vortex
Order code: VX2-MFW-VN-41F-AR-H
Company/Vendor: Artopex / Mayhew Inc
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Chair features
1. Available in 3 seat widths (narrow, standard, large) and 4 backrest heights (low, medium,

director and high).
2. The line’s flexibility and choice of components allow for design uniformity throughout the

space
3. To ensure maximum comfort, The “Flex” structure consists of a tubular steel frame

covered with an Ultra-Flex® membrane, molded polyurethane foam and a
moisture-wicking fiber layer.

4. The front of the seat has a “waterfall” edge to promote blood circulation.
5. The backrest and “Flex” seat are upholstered with removable fabric slipcovers.
6. The mechanism has numerous adjustment options available to provide a personalized

level of comfort: Height adjustment (gas), synchro seat/back centered 5 position tilt.

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☒ Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒ Small, Dimensions: Narrow (17")
☒ Regular, Dimensions: 19”
☒ Large, Dimensions: Large (21")
☐ Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐ Other, Dimensions:

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐ Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒ Small, Dimensions: low: 17”
☒ Regular, Dimensions: 21”
☒ Large, Dimensions: director: 25”
☒ Extra Large, Dimensions: director with
headrest: 32”
☒ Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
Each option has a specific code. Please refer to page 42 of the Artopex Seating price list for
specification instructions.

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES ☐ NO
If yes, how will installation be completed? Installed on site

What fabrics and colours are
available?

Fabric samples
Colour samples

Resources: Product brochure
End user support after
purchase:

Use email or phone no. for support
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What is the ETA for single chair
order?

Approximately 15 days

What is the price? $ 516.2/each (42% off list price as per OECM agreement)

Custom Orders
How are special orders addressed?
What is the ETA of a custom order? Approximately 15-20 days

Sample Chair

What are the sample
chair specifications?

Grade 1 fabric (OPEN HOUSE, ONYX). Ultra-Flex, standard
width seat; Medium height back; Mechanism 41 - Height
adjustment (gas), synchro seat/back centered 5 position tilt;
adjustable arms

What is the sample chair
ID number?

VX2-MFW-VN-41F-AR-H
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Vortex Mesh

Task Chair Information
Chair name: Vortex Mesh
Code Order: VX2-MFE-VN-51F-AX-H-OH16-MS06
Company/Vendor: Artopex / Mayhew Inc
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Chair features
1. Available in 3 seat widths (narrow, standard, large) and 1 Mesh Back.
2. The line’s flexibility and choice of components allow for design uniformity throughout the

space
3. To ensure maximum comfort, The “Flex” structure consists of a tubular steel frame

covered with an Ultra-Flex® membrane, molded polyurethane foam and a
moisture-wicking fiber layer.

4. The front of the seat has a “waterfall” edge to promote blood circulation.
5. The “Flex” seats are upholstered with removable fabric slipcovers.
6. The mechanism has numerous adjustment options available to provide a personalized

level of comfort: Height adjustment (gas), synchro seat/back centered 5 position tilt.

Modification from Standard Orders
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:
Seat Pan (Check all that apply)
☐ Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒ Small, Dimensions: Narrow (17")
☒ Regular, Dimensions: 19”
☒ Large, Dimensions: Large (21")
☐ Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐ Other, Dimensions:

Back Rest (Check all that apply)
☐ Extra Small, Dimensions:
☒ Small, Dimensions: low: 17”
☒ Regular, Dimensions: 21”
☒ Large, Dimensions: director: 25”
☒ Extra Large, Dimensions: director with headrest: 32”
☐ Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to identify the
size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?
This chair comes in One back (Mesh).

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES☒ NO
If yes, how will installation be completed? Installed on site

What fabrics and colours are
available?

Fabric samples
Colour samples

Resources: Product brochure

End user support after
purchase:

Use email or phone no. for support

What is the ETA for single chair
order?

Approximately 15 days

What is the price? $ 548.1/each (42% off list price as per OECM agreement)
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Sample Chair

What are the sample chair
specifications?

Grade 1 fabric (OPEN HOUSE, ONYX). Ultra-Flex, standard
width seat; Medium height back; Mechanism 41 - Height
adjustment (gas), synchro seat/back centered 5 position tilt;
adjustable arms

What is the sample chair
ID number?

VX2-MFE-VN-51F-AX-H-OH16-MS06
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Remo

Task Chair Information
Chair name: Remo
Order code: 5252
Company/Vendor: Artopex / Mayhew Inc
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Chair feature
1. Breathable knitted mesh back moves with user providing flexible continuous

support with air flow
2. Adjustable lumbar support.
3. Adjustable back height.
4. Seat is fully upholstered and padded with CFC free-high resiliency polyurethane

foam
5. Back angle adjustment with back tension adjustment
6. Height adjustable arms
7. Pivoting arm pads
8. Seat swivel and seat height adjustment
9. Carpet Twin-Wheel Caster

Modifications from Standard Order
Please list all the possible sizes or size range that is available for this chair with respect to:

Seat Pan (Check all that apply)

☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☐Small, Dimensions:
☐Regular, Dimensions: 16.5-19.5” (420-495
mm)
☐Large, Dimensions:
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

Back Rest (Check all that apply)

☐Extra Small, Dimensions:
☐Small, Dimensions:
☐Regular, Dimensions: 27-29” (610-685 mm)
☐Large, Dimensions:
☐Extra Large, Dimensions:
☐Other, Dimensions:

If when ordering a different seat pan or back rest a TMU employee, staff or faculty needs to
identify the size in a manner different from that written above, how should they do so?

Additional Options
Is there the option of a head rest?☒ YES LIST PRICE $75.00☐ NO

If yes, how will installation be completed? Simply remove to cover caps under the handlebar,
and install headrest with two bolts, using the Allen Key that is provided.
Adjustable Width (AW) Armrest, $” (100 mm) total adjustment, 2” (50 mm) per arm.

What fabrics are
available?

GeoSheard – Genesis, Pixel, Titanium, Flex and J.Ennis Fabrics -
Turner, Chain, Granular, Foundation and Heavenly
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What colours are
available?

Each pattern has anywhere between 9 – 23 different color options. You
will find them all at www.borgo.com/fabrics

Resources:
Video demonstration
Product brochure
End user support after purchase

What is the ETA for
single chair order?

5 Business Days

What is the price? $453.60/each (44% off List Price as per OECM agreement)

Custom Orders
How are special orders addressed? SQ quote will be issued

What is the ETA of a custom order? 10 working days

Sample Chair
What are the
sample chair
specifications?
What is the
sample chair ID
number?

Sample Chairs will be labelled on the under seat with a number starting with
“C-DEMO” followed by four numbers. For example, “C-DEMO-2345”
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Vendor/Company Contacts

Company Contact Phone Email

Grand & Toy Lorne Sawyer 1-800-348-2184 ext.
42534

LorneSawyer@grandandtoy.com

Patrick Cassidy Business
Interiors & Design

Kim McKenzie 416-407-5806 kmckenzie@patrickcassidy.ca

slau@patrickcassidy.ca

Artopex / Mayhew Inc Monica Mayhew 647-828-0889

905-707-4747 ext 4749

monica@mayhew.ca
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